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PRESIDENT MACRON CONDEMEND THE COUP IN SUDAN & ASKS FOR RELASE
OF PM
ABDALLA HAMDOK ARRESTED BY MILITARY 

Paris, Washington DC, Zanzibar, 27.10.2021, 00:21 Time

USPA NEWS - French President Emmanuel Macron posted his support for the transitional government on Twitter.
“France strongly condemns the attempted coup in Sudan. I express our support for the Sudanese transitional government and call for
the immediate release and respect for the integrity of the prime minister and civilian leaders. "According to news agencies, Sudan's
military has dissolved civilian rule, arrested political leaders and declared a state of emergency. Protesters have reportedly taken to
the streets of the capital, Khartoum, and there are reports of gunfire. UN Secretary-General, António Guterres on Monday condemned
the “ongoing military coup” in Sudan, saying Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok and all other officials, “must be released immediately.”

According to news agencies, Sudan's military has dissolved civilian rule, arrested political leaders and declared a state of emergency.
Protesters have reportedly taken to the streets of the capital, Khartoum, and there are reports of gunfire. UN Secretary-General,
António Guterres on Monday condemned the “ongoing military coup” in Sudan, saying Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok and all other
officials, “must be released immediately.” French President Emmanuel Macron posted his support for the transitional government on
Twitter.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
“France strongly condemns the attempted coup in Sudan. I express our support for the Sudanese transitional government and call for
the immediate release and respect for the integrity of the prime minister and civilian leaders. ". The French Head of State had
welcomed, in Paris, on May 17, Prime Minister Abdallah Hamdok and Abdel Fattah Al-Burhan, President of the Sovereignty Council of
the Republic of Sudan, on the occasion of the International Conference of support for the Sudanese transition at the Grand Palais
Éphémère in Paris. This Summit was a continuation of the commitment made by President Emmanuel Macron to support the
Sudanese transition, which is an example of democratic transition in Africa. Many reactions from leaders condemned this coup. Prime
Minister Abdullah Hamdok's office called for "demonstrations" against the "coup" to "protect the revolution" of 2019 that toppled El
Bashir. Fearing for the life of the leader held "in an unidentified location", his office warned that the military authorities bear "full
responsibility for his life" or his death, in a country already shaken by a failed coup d'etat. a month ago.
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